
Distant Adventures
...is a lightweight roleplaying game for any setting or theme, with flexible character 
creation, and conflict resolution based around gaining group Momentum. The ability for 
players to equally contribute to the story how they want in a meaningful, impactful way 
by growing their group’s Momentum is a key part of the game.
The game can be played as a single “one-off” session, or with the same characters in an 
evolving campaign. Each player will need  scrap paper and 5 six-sided dice (5D6) to play.
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Setup the Adventure
As a group choose a setting or theme (such as high fantasy, modern day crime, apocalyptic, stone age, 
pirates, wild west, space explorers, etc.) and discuss expectations and hopes for the overall story and plot.

Then one player volunteers to take on the role of Referee, who will help direct the plot, create and play as the 
opposition, track Momentum, and resolve situations. All other players create a character that fits the world 
(for the best and most realistic results try not to consult with the rest of the group). Remember the Referee 
and players are working together to play through a fun story, not competing or trying to “win”.

The Referee sets the initial scene, and the story begins.

Example of How the Game Plays
Here’s a brief example of how a situation in the game works. All the terminology will be explained in detail later. 
There are further examples throughout the rules.

On a rainy street in Neo Tokyo a police unit is patrolling towards the outlaw characters. A netrunner Jack 
and his armoured friend Tank are trying to get past the police to the massive corporate tower in the 
distance.

The Referee sets the goal (10 Momentum) that the players and opposition are racing to reach.

Jack takes the first turn and wants to duck into an alley and sneak past the police, by rolling to try and 
get a successful Streak of dice (numbers in a row). He rolls 5D6: 1 2 5 6 6 His character Thing 
(trait/ability) of “tricky” applies, so he is allowed to “keep and reroll” once. He keeps the 5 and 6, and 
rerolls the other three dice: 1 2 4 Combined there are three dice in a row, 4 5 6 called a Slight Streak. 
This translates to 2 Momentum, which The Referee marks towards the player’s group Momentum goal, 
and lets Jack know he’s hidden, but barely made progress forward through all the trash in the alley.

Next the police act, with the Referee having Sergeant Jong Wu moving forward to try to get an ID scan 
on Tank. The Referee rolls, getting 1 1 3 4 6 which isn’t a Streak. Even with a reroll from the Thing of 
“scanner gear” the Sergeant is stuck with a failed action, called a Dud. As a result of the Dud the player 
group gets 2 Momentum. Tank describes how the Sergeant is intimidated by his height and size and 
knows the police regrets moving closer.

Now Tank has a turn, and is insulted by the scan attempt, so he lunges forward and tries to headbutt 
Jong Wu, using his Thing of “pit fighter”. If his character was more persuasive or non-violent, he could have 
tried talking or bribing his way past the police, while still generating Momentum for the group and steering 
the situation in a different way. He rolls and play continues.
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Creating a Character
Each character needs a Name and 5 Things chosen by the player. Every player also gets a limited amount of 
Fate each session, which can be spent to affect the dice. The player can write and track these however they 
want (no specialized character sheet is used).

Characters and opponents are composed of Things, which broadly speaking can be: features, defining 
qualities, abilities, cliches, tropes, archetypes, careers, special equipment, keepsakes, weaknesses, etc.

Parallels can be drawn from books or movies where you initially know a few Things about a character, and 
they develop and grow over the course of the plot.

Examples from popular media:
Indiana Jones “professor, archaeologist, fear of snakes, tough, whip”
Spiderman “agile, spidey sense, web shooters, scientist, climber”
Hal 9000 “AI, pilot, facial recognition, lip reader, rule follower”

If a player is new or uncertain on Things to choose, they can just start with 3 Things and add the other 2 a 
little later, after they see how a situation works.

Changing a Character
Throughout a campaign each character should gain 1 new Thing at the end of each session. This pace can be 
changed by the Referee depending on the type and length of campaign.

Things can also be granted temporarily as part of the story, such as finding gear and equipment. Similarly 
Things can be lost or removed, such as a vehicle permanently breaking down, or a character overcoming a 
phobia, etc.

Allocating Fate
At the start of each session each player gets a certain amount of Fate, depending on the number of players 
taking part (not counting the Referee, who doesn’t get Fate). At the end of the session any leftover Fate is 
discarded.

Number of Players Amount of Fate
1 player 6
2 players 5
3 players 4
4 players 3
5+ players 2

Situations
The game is meant to be flexible and free flowing, with the Referee presenting a situation, and the players 
deciding how to work through it. A good situation has a clear task or goal for the players to achieve, and is 
described well enough that everyone has a clear picture in their mind of the surroundings, what’s going on, 
who’s involved, etc.

Situations can vary in scope, from very focused person-to-person fights, to broader entire chases or 
negotiations, to even more “zoomed out” like a travel sequence that represents a month of time.
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Each situation will have opposition controlled by the Referee (otherwise without opposition that part of the 
story can just be described and a situation isn’t needed). Note the opposition could be opponents, enemies, 
the environment, obstacles, abstract difficulty, or anything else the Referee acts with.

Momentum
Each situation has a Momentum goal (normally 10) set by the Referee for the players and the opposition. The 
goal number can be different between the groups, which represents how favorable a situation is. The Referee 
can mark and track these numbers however they want (no specialized sheet is needed).

Momentum is gained by performing actions, which are resolved by rolling dice to get Streaks.

For example the players are trying to get into a guarded embassy. The Referee says the Momentum 
goal is 10 for the players, and the opposition needs 12 to keep them out (and potentially arrest any 
interlopers). How the players approach the situation and individually generate Momentum is up to them.

Whichever group reaches their goal first “wins” the situation and achieves the outcome they wanted (within 
reason).

If the Referee wins a situation the game isn’t over for the players. Normally the Referee outcome is simply 
reacting to the players by trying to stop them from their goal, but with an added consequence. This is 
equivalent to a “party wipe” in other games, and should have long lasting complications like permanent injuries,  
losing Things, being captured, fines imposed, etc. Players shouldn’t be eliminated or have their characters die 
(at least without prior discussion).

Turns
The first turn goes to whichever player makes sense for the situation. After each player turn the Referee 
gets a turn with an opponent. Then play continues to the next player, then opponent, then player and so on in 
a round robin style until the situation is resolved.

On their turn the player/opponent describes what they want to do and rolls their dice to see what happens.

Streaks
Dice are used to decide what happens with uncertain or contested actions, such as firing a gun, bribing a 
guard, sneaking past a camera, landing an airplane, driving through a dust storm, etc. Every dice roll should 
result in a change to the situation and story.

On their turn, the player/opponent describes what they want to do, and up to one Thing involved, then rolls 
5D6. They are looking to get a Streak, which is sequential dice, such as 3, 4, 5. If a Thing applied, they can 
choose to keep as many dice as they want and reroll the rest once (in the hopes of getting a longer Streak).

A Slight Streak is three dice in a row, Average is four, and Perfect is five.

If they get a Streak, the action succeeds. The person can describe how the situation is affected, with the 
Referee’s help if needed. The effectiveness of each action depends on the Streak length, using the 
storytelling/improvisation concept of “yes, and...” and similar.

For example Grognar the Wild wants to use his axe to hit a goblin. He has a Thing of “Sharp Axe”. If he 
rolled and got an Average Streak the result could be the goblin is slain.
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Whereas a Slight Streak could be the axe glances off the goblin’s helmet, and Grognar is put off balance 
and falls to the ground.
And a Perfect Streak could be the axe cleaves the goblin in half, and the other enemies cower in fear and 
are nervous to approach Grognar.

Depending on the length of the Streak, a certain amount of Momentum is added to the group total, towards 
their goal for the situation.

Name Length Momentum Effectiveness
Dud 0-2 2 (for other group) No, and bad outcome...
Slight 3 2 Yes, but mildly bad downside...
Average 4 4 Yes...
Perfect 5 8 Yes, and great bonus...

Duds
If no Streak is rolled the action is a Dud and fails with two penalties:

• If a Thing was used for the roll, it is forfeited and cannot be used for the rest of the situation.
• 2 Momentum is awarded towards the other group’s goal.

If a player/opponent was directly affected by the failed action, they can react and describe how the situation 
changes instead of the person who made the action.

For example a criminal opponent is trying to deliver poisoned food to the player’s table. They roll a Dud, 
and the player (who was going to be poisoned) reacts and describes how the criminal spilled some of the 
poisoned food (losing that Thing) after tripping, and also draws the attention of a police officer at the bar. 
This is represented by the 2 Momentum the Dud just provided to the player’s group Momentum.

Spending Fate
Fate is a limited resource that players can use:

• Extra Reroll (Spend 1 Fate)
◦ When rolling to resolve an action, keep as many dice and reroll the rest again. This can be done 

whether a Thing was used or not. Further Fate can continue to be spent for additional rerolls if 
desired.

Fate cannot be combined with other players or spent on other characters, and isn’t saved between sessions.

Overtime
Sometimes a Momentum goal is reached and the situation resolved before the actual story elements are, 
which can feel inconclusive to the players. For example trying to rob a bank, but “winning” the situation before 
even opening the vault. This could be due to the Referee misjudging the goal amount, or someone rolling 
really luckily, or other factors.

Note that Overtime isn’t meant to be a punishment or “second chance to win” for the Referee or players. 
Overtime is purely a “safety net” for when everyone thinks there is more to be done in the situation. Likely as 
the Referee becomes more experienced there won’t be a need for Overtime.
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If the Referee and players agree, the situation goes into Overtime. The Referee increases the player and 
opposition Momentum goal equally.

All current Momentum is maintained, and any lost Things (from Duds) are still unavailable to use. This allows for 
more time to finish the situation and wrap up the story.

For example adding 4 more Momentum to an existing goal of 10, to get a new goal of 14 for each group.

Decisive Situation
When there isn’t time or the environment for a drawn out, back-and-forth conflict a Decisive situation can be 
used instead. No Momentum goal is needed in such a situation.

In a Decisive situation the acting person declares their intent first, then both the player and opponent roll and 
try to get the longest Streak they can. The winner achieves what they want, without a need for a Momentum 
goal.

On a tie whoever has a Streak with the highest dice face wins (so a player with 2, 3, 4 would lose to an 
opponent with 4, 5, 6). If there is still a tie (including both getting a Dud), completely reroll and try again.

Note that the losing group cannot try the same Decisive situation again, and have to change their approach or 
method for progressing the story.

Dice Odds
Some groups may be interested in an analysis of the dice rolling odds. These are calculated assuming the 
player just tries for the longest Streak and doesn’t do anything out of the ordinary like rerolling on a “split” 
Streak (such as rolling 1D6 with 1, 2, 4, 5).

The important takeaway is an action that includes a Thing has a 75% chance of success, which drops to a 
mere 45% without a Thing.

0 reroll 1 reroll 2 rerolls
Dud 55% 25% 12%

Slight 29% 36% 31%
Average 12% 28% 37%
Perfect 3% 10% 19%

Situation Example #1

Lance is driving hard while being chased by three gang members on motorcycles. The pursuit has been 
happening for a while, and Lance already got his hand shot up (represented by having to forfeit his Thing 
of “driver” on a Dud result). The Referee has set a Momentum goal of 15. The players have amounted 11 
Momentum towards the goal. The opposition only have 8 Momentum.
Lance tries to swerve into one of the motorcycles, rolling 5D6 and getting a Dud, which the Referee 
describes as the motorcycle slamming on the brakes so Lance grinds against the median. The Dud 
means the opposition get 2 Momentum (now totalling 10). Then the nearest ganger unloads a full 
magazine into the car, rolling 5D6 with the Thing of “UZI submachinegun”. The Referee gets a 1, 3, 4, 4, 5, 
and keeps the 3, 4, 5 and rerolls 2D6. Bad luck for the players, as a 2, 6 is rolled, combining for a Perfect 
Streak and gaining 8 Momentum (now totalling 18). The Referee has won the situation, so the bullets 
punch through the car, spinning it out of control and flipping over.
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Example #2

After two days lost in the wilderness Casey and Malcolm are panicked. They have a temporary Thing of 
“desperate” from the dire situation. Malcolm decides to try to climb a tree to get a better view. The 
Referee determines this is a Decisive situation. Malcolm rolls 5D6 with the Thing of “desperate” applying 
(he really wants to find a landmark!), but gets a Dud (against an Average Streak from the difficulty of the 
climb). He loses and therefore starts to fall from the tree.
Casey panics and tries to catch him, which is deemed another Decisive situation. She rolls 5D6 and applies 
“weightlifter”, getting a 1, 2, 2, 5, 5. Casey keeps a 5 and rerolls 4D6, getting 1, 4, 5, 6, which combines to 
make a Slight Streak of 4, 5, 6. The Referee rolls for the danger of Malcolm’s fall, getting a Slight Streak of 
3, 4, 5. The player has a higher number of 6 in their Streak, so they win the tie, and Casey manages to 
catch Malcolm.

Example #3

Longfang the wolf and his packmate Redpaw are trying to survive the two weeks remaining until the end 
of winter. Given the time scope, the Referee has set a Momentum goal of 25 for the players and 28 for 
the opposition so the situation can really be developed.
Redpaw focuses on improving the den, hoping to find some dry material to drag back. She rolls a Perfect 
Streak with her Thing of “digger”. Redpaw describes the mounds of moose fur found at an old kill, and a 
completely dry patch of long grass under a tree.
The Referee rolls for a huge blizzard that crosses mountain range and threatens to trap the wolves. 
Luckily only a Slight Streak is achieved.
Knowing the blizzard may keep some animals fearfully hidden, Longfang spends two days ranging around 
for deer, rolling with his Thing of “acute scent” and getting an Average Streak, which takes down a 
medium buck a few kilometres from the den.

Example #4

After a week of sailing the crew of the smuggler ship Cairo see a navy ship on the horizon, emerging 
from the bay of a small volcanic island. The HMS Sea Tiger is rushing towards the players. The Referee 
sets a Momentum goal of 14 for both groups. Cheo Sato heads below decks on the Cairo and starts 
loading the cannons, getting an Average Streak, which means everything is ready to fire. The HMS Sea 
Tiger raises their jib sail and tries to turn into the window, with the captain rolling a Slight Streak, and the 
protesting ship starts to close the distance.
Play continues this way until both ships are close to each other. By this point the players have 12 
Momentum and the opposition has 10 (both racing to the goal of 14).
Alexandro, manning the helm of the Cairo, rolls a Slight Streak for navigating their ship behind the HMS 
Sea Tiger, and although the ship sways against the waves, they are in a good spot to fire. But this also 
puts the player’s Momentum to 14 which would win the situation.
Both the Referee and players think that the climax of the conflict is about to start, and also don’t feel like 
there has really been a resolution to which ship survives. The Referee realizes they started the situation 
with the ships a bit too far apart, so it was too much preparation time.
Everyone agrees to go into Overtime, so the Referee increases the Momentum goal to 25, and play 
continues, with someone on the HMS Sea Tiger going next.

Example #5

Burly bouncers are stopping Icarus from getting into the exclusive party. The Referee determines this is a 
Decisive Situation, so Icarus rolls with his Thing of “Persuasive” and gets an Average Streak of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. 
The bouncers roll with “Burly Protectors” and get a Slight Streak. Icarus wins and gets inside the party. 
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Referee Tips
• Have a loose plot and situations that aren’t tightly related, so that you can improvise and let the story 

change in reaction to the players. No one likes being stuck on a forced “railroad”.
• Let the players get involved in the story as much as possible, such as providing locations/people to visit 

(especially related to their character), fleshing out the environment and situations, describing their 
Perfects in an over the top way, and so on.
◦ Similarly try to collaborate as a group on the story when possible, such as coming up with an 

interesting and thematic way a Dud can unfold.
◦ Some players might want to be more passive and just enjoy the ride, so respect that as well.

• Sometimes when starting out, once the overall story and plot is outlined to the players, give them an 
opportunity to provide a bit more background or motivation to their characters, which can help tie into 
the story and solidify who their character is.

• Lead by example by making interesting choices in situations, which can be helped by providing varied 
opposition and different scopes of situations. Think of the pacing of a movie or book, from quick cuts 
to avoid filler content, to montages for plot development, to twists and exciting reveals. Everyone will 
get bored pretty fast if all situations are small scale combat with violence as the only option.

• Throw in “wrenches” to situations and the story, which are new difficulties or opposition facing the 
players. Normally the players can choose to respond and interact with any wrenches they find 
interesting, or just ignore them. For example during a sailing journey the players are navigating, 
cooking, keeping spirits up, maintaining cannons, etc. to gain group Momentum, while you can add 
wrenches of storms, pirates, shipwrecks, giant squids, etc. to gain your own Momentum. The players 
can choose to sail past these wrenches or interact, depending on what interests them.
◦ Wrenches are also a good tool if you accidentally setup a bit of a dull or “grindy” situation, such as 

an argument that is going in circles, conflict in a static/boring environment, or any situation where 
you and the players go on “autopilot” for each turn. Experience as a Referee will help avoid this.

• Generally the opposition will do what it’s strongest at, so coming up with a Thing to use after declaring 
an action is not uncommon. This saves some hassle and time of “generating monsters” before each 
situation. Getting a reroll pretty much every turn is the norm for the Referee, to balance not having 
Fate available.
◦ However if you start to lose a couple of Things from Duds, definitely have the opposition get 

desperate and risk a straight roll that is out of character, instead of just tacking on more Things, 
which will demotivate the players and not seem as realistic.

• When setting a Momentum goal account for each player/opponent getting around 1 Slight Streak at a 
minimum, then consider how many turns you roughly want the situation to go. For example with four 
players 8 Momentum as a goal would typically give them only a turn each, and could abruptly end with 
a Perfect Streak.
◦ For 3-4 players a handy guideline for a Momentum goal is 10 (or less) for a minor/quick situation, 15 

for a major situation, and 20+ for a climatic situation. Remember you can always go into Overtime 
if the situation doesn’t feel done.

• Around 40-50% of the time, the opposition should have a slightly higher Momentum goal for each 
situation. This is to favour the players, to balance that they have less control over what and how much 
opposition you can have involved in a situation.

• Sprinkle in Decisive situations if nothing interesting will come from a full situation with a goal. 
Sometimes you just want to determine if the players can barter with a merchant, or spot a trap, or 
get into a building, without having to drag it out.
◦ Decisive situations can also be used where the characters wouldn’t have a lot of time to react. 

They add a lot of tension as more is riding on a single dice resolution, and also tend to be where 
players spend more of their Fate.
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